
Baron NDT: Redefining Nondestructive Testing
in the Gulf Coast

The new home of superior NDT solutions: introducing

Baron NDT's Beaumont facility.

Innovation meets expertise at Baron

NDT's newly opened Beaumont hub

BEAUMONT, TEXAS, UNITED STATES,

June 20, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Baron NDT is proud to announce the

grand opening of their new, state-of-

the-art facility at 8825 Eastex Freeway

in Beaumont, Texas. This advanced

base of operations expands their

capability to provide innovative NDT

services to the Gulf Coast region and

beyond, bringing a breath of fresh air

to the industry that is due for some

vibrant and dynamic change.

In an industry often dominated by

aging companies that struggle to keep

pace with evolving industrial testing needs, Baron NDT stands out as an agile, modern solution.

These older companies often charge excessive fees for services rendered by under-trained

technicians wielding outdated equipment. Baron NDT, on the other hand, prides itself on

deploying friendly, highly knowledgeable technicians armed with state-of-the-art equipment.

In an industry that's too

often stuck in the past,

Baron NDT is the bridge to

the future.”

Mike Benson (President)

This translates to better, faster, and more cost-effective

results for their clients.

"Baron NDT is all about offering a top-tier alternative to the

'business as usual' practices in the industry," said Mike

Benson, ASNT Level III and Owner of Baron NDT. "Our

customers deserve nothing but the best, and that’s what

we are here to provide. If you're tired of subpar service

from your current NDT provider and yearn for the personalized touch of direct support from an

owner or field technician, we invite you to experience the Baron NDT difference."

Baron NDT's commitment to service excellence and customer satisfaction has catalyzed their

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.baronndt.com


rapid growth, making them one of the fastest-growing companies in the nondestructive testing

space. The opening of the new Beaumont facility is just another testament to their dedication to

staying at the forefront of industry advancements and customer needs.

For more information about Baron NDT's services, or to schedule a consultation, please visit

www.baronndt.com or contact their friendly customer service team at (409) 200-2223.

About Baron NDT:

Baron Nondestructive Testing (NDT) is a leading provider of advanced NDT services across the

Gulf Coast region and beyond. Utilizing state-of-the-art equipment and employing highly trained

technicians, they deliver top-quality, affordable testing solutions that meet the needs of modern

industry. As one of the fastest-growing companies in the field, Baron NDT is dedicated to

transforming the industry standard and providing unrivaled customer service.

Baron NDT

+1 409-200-2223

info@baronndt.com

Baron NDT (Beaumont)
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